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Introduction
The concept of polynomial-time creativity has been studied from different points of view in complexity theory during the past several years. Its definition and motivation originate in recursion theory, but its interest is in what it tells us about the structure of intractable computational problems. Polynomial-time creative sets (p-creative, in short) for P were first defined and investigated by Ko and Moore [12] as a way to consider polynomial-time approximations to intractable sets. They were motivated by the result in recursion theory that a recursively enumerable (r.e.) set is "effectively speedable" iff it is "subcreative" [4] . k-completely creative sets' were first defined and investigated by Joseph and Young [lo] as a part of the study of Berman-Hartmanis isomorphism conjecture. Berman and Hartmanis [3] observed that all the "natural" NP-complete problems known at that time were polynomial-time isomorphic (p-isomorphic, in short). Based on this result, Berman and Hartmanis conjectured that all NP-complete sets are p-isomorphic [3] . In [lo] , motivated by the fact in recursion theory that all many-one complete r.e. sets are recursively isomorphic, Joseph and Young presented some interesting evidence against the isomorphism conjecture. The classical proof from recursion theory that all many-one complete r.e. sets are recursively isomorphic breaks into three parts. First, one defines creative sets and proves that all many-one complete r.e. sets are creative. Second, one proves that all creative sets are paddable. And, finally, one easily proves that any two many-one equivalent paddable sets are recursively isomorphic. Joseph and Young considered how much of this proof could be carried out in a polynomial setting. Clearly, the last step can be, since using the ' In fact, Joseph and Young [lo] called these sets k-creative. It will be explained in Section 5 why these sets should be called k-completely creative sets in accord with the notions in recursion theory.
polynomial version of the Cantor-Schroeder-Bernstein construction, one can easily show that all p-m-equivalent p-paddable sets are p-isomorphic [27] . To approach the first and the second steps, Joseph and Young defined k-completely creative sets in NP for the sub-NP class NTIME(nk) and proved that these sets are ail p-m-complete for NP. But some of the k-completely creative sets they constructed seem not to be polynomially paddable unless one-way functions do not exist. As they believed that one-way functions do exist, they conjectured that the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture fails. Homer [IS] gave an example of a natural k-completely creative set which is a modification of the general tiling problem.
Intuitively, p-creativity for P is a mechanism which witnesses that the complement of a language is intractable locally in polynomial time. Let PO, P1, . . . be a fixed enumeration of P. A set A is called p-creative for P if there is a total polynomial-time computable function f which effectively witnesses that 2 is not in P in the sense that (Vi) [ Pi E 2 =>f(i) ~A--Pi] . In their definition of p-creative sets for P, Ko and Moore [12] used In[n'+ i] as the time bound of the ith clocked Turing machine Mi in an enumeration of P. They showed that there are no p-creative sets for P in EXP = DTIME (2p"1y) under their definition. This result depends on the machines they chose as acceptors for languages in P. The time bound they chose to attach to the Turing machine grows too fast to allow the existence of p-creative sets in EXP. When constructing a p-creative set for P, one needs to consider a universal Turing machine which simulates the computation of Mi on input x. In this case, both x and i become inputs to the universal Turing machine. Since the language accepted by the universal Turing machine is in DTIME(2*""'"') which properly includes EXP. This observation suggests that we choose Turing machines with a smaller time bound as acceptors for languages in P. For example, if we choose ,Zn[nl'l+ i] to be a time bound associated with Turing machine Mi, then we can show that there are p-creative sets for P in EXP [21] . In this paper, we choose nn[ n'fi + i] as a time bound since by doing so we can show that every p-m-hard set for DEXT is p-creative for P, where DEXT = UC DTIME(2'") is a smaller interesting class. It turns out that p-creativeness is a useful concept to study polynomial approximations to intractable sets. Applications of p-creativity concerning polynomial approximations to intractable sets can be seen in [22] . This paper studies creativity in the polynomial setting more generally. We summarize the two notions of creativity that have been discussed in complexity theory in Section 2. We call them p-creativeness and p-complete creativeness, respectively.2 In Section 3 we show that for r.e. sets these two notions are equivalent, and also that they *The way that Ko and Moore defined p-creativeness is analogous to creativeness in recursion theory; while the way that Joseph and Young defined k-creativeness is analogous to complete creativeness in recursion theory. are equivalent to p-m-completeness, which has been shown to be equivalent to p-l-completeness (for a simple proof see [6] ).
However, we are mainly interested here in time complexity classes. In Section 4 we show that for P, p-creativeness is equivalent to p-complete creativeness. Moreover, we
show that every p-m-hard set for DEXT is p-creative for P and every p-creative set for P in DEXT is p-m-complete for DEXT. Since every p-m-complete set for DEXT is p-l-complete [a], we know that Myhill's theorem still holds for P in DEXT. That is, a set A is p-creative for P in DEXT iff A is p-m-complete for DEXT iff A is p-l-complete for DEXT. All these results can also be proved for NP in NEXT = UC NTIME(%'").
As we have notions of p-creative sets and p-completely creative sets, we have, correspondingly, notions of k-creative sets and k-completely creative sets in NP defined in Section 5. By definition, we know that k-completely creative sets are k-creative. But we do not know whether the converse holds. In Section 5, we show that in a different setting the converse is true. In particular, we define (k, I)-creative sets and (k, l)-completely creative sets. (k, l)-completely creative sets are (k, I)-creative. For any k > 0 and 1> 0, (k, 1 )-creative sets are k-creative and (k, 1 )-completely creative sets are k-completely creative. On the other hand, k-creative sets are (k, 1)-creative and k-completely creative sets are (k, 1)-completely creative. We show that for any k > 0 and I>O, every (k+ 1, I+ 3)-creative set with a productive function computable in DTIME(n'+'
) is (k, l)-completely creative, and so is k-completely creative. (k, I!)-creative sets and (k, I)-completely creative sets are shown to exist for any k> 0 and 1> 0. However, whether the converse holds in a stronger sense is still open. That is, we do not know whether any k-creative set is m-completely creative for some m > 0. An example of a k-creative set, which is not known to be completely creative, is given in Section 5 as well.
It is shown in [lo] that k-completely creative sets are p-m-complete for NP, but we do not know whether the converse is true. We approach this problem based on the technique of showing that every p-m-complete set for DEXT is p-creative for P by "double diagonalization".
We prove that if A is p-m-hard for NPk in NP via reductions computable in time O(n') for 1 <k -3, then A is m-completely creative for some m > 0. An example of such complete sets is given. Moreover, from this proof, a new class of k-completely creative sets Q: is constructed.
Concerning the polynomial-time isomorphism conjecture, Watanabe [24] and others observed that if f is a one-way function and C is any NP-complete set, then f(C) is an NP-complete set which is not apparently polynomial-time isomorphic to C. It was also observed that, assuming the existence of one-way functions, this is not always the case. That is, there is a one-way function f and an NP-complete set C with f(C) p-isomorphic to C. For example, if the one-way function f is easy to invert on infinitely many strings, thenf(C) could be polynomially isomorphic to C [S, 251. We construct such an NP-complete set Q: because Q: is k-completely creative. In fact, we show that for every one-way function f, there is a one-way function f^ and an integer f >O such that for any k >O, f(Qf) is p-isomorphic to Qf.
In Section 6 we give a sufficient condition for impossibility results and prove that if we follow the time bounds of Ko and Moore then NP #coNP and NEXP #coNEXP cannot be polynomially witnessed, where NEXP = NTIME(2Po'Y). Finally, several open problems are suggested.
Preliminaries
Languages are defined over the alphabet C = { 0, 1 }. Let w = { 0, 1, . . .} be the set of all natural numbers. For each XECI), we use str(x) to denote the binary representation of x + 1 with the leading 1 omitted. This is a bijection between o and the set of strings in C*, and enables us to disregard the distinction between strings and representations of natural numbers. Languages are subsets of o, or o x o, etc. Functions are from o to o, or w x o to o, etc. For x and y in o, we write xy or x. y for the multiplication of x and y. For each XEO, we use 1x1 to denote the length of the binary representation of x. So, for all x > 0, x < 2'"' d 2x.
We use the standard deterministic/nondeterministic multitape Turing machines [9] as our computation model. All Turing machines can either accept languages or compute functions. A program (index) i is an integer which simply codes up the states, symbols, tuples, etc., of the ith Turing machine Mi.
Let MO, Mr, . . . be a fixed enumeration of all (deterministic and nondeterministic) Turing machines.
For convenience, we denote by DTM a deterministic Turing machine and NTM a nondeterministic Turing machine. Let Li= L(Mi)= {x: Mi accepts x} for all i.
Given a set A, let 2 denote the complement of A. Recall that in recursion theory [lS] , an r.e. set A is creative if there is a recursive function f such that (Vi) [L,G~ =P f(i) "This definition is not the same as that given by Ko and Moore [12] . In Section 4 we will explain why we define p-creative sets for P in such a way in more detail. In what follows, if A is p-creative (p-completely creative), then when we say a function f is p-productive (p-completely productive) for A, we mean that f is the function for the p-productive (p-completely productive) set 2 satisfying (2.1) ((2.2)). It is easy to see that if A is p-completely productive (p-completely creative), then A is p-productive (p-creative) from the definition. Since every deterministic subrecursive class is closed under complementation, no p-creative sets for a deterministic class can exist in that class. Defines DEXT = u DTIME(2'"), NEXT= u NTIME(2'"), EXP = u DTIME(2""), k NEXP = u NTIME(2""). A set A is p-m-complete for class .9 if AE_Y' and for each LE.Y, L <LA. We say set A is p-l-complete for class Y if AE_Y and each set in _Y can be polynomial-time reducible to A via a one-one function. In this paper when we say a set is complete, we mean that it is p-m-complete.
Regan [17] constructed a pairing function from C* x C* to C* such that it is both linear-time computable and linear-time invertible. For more information about linear-time and real-time computable pairing functions, see [17] . So, using function str, it is easy to construct linear-time computable functions 5,~~ and 7c2 such that z is a pairing function from o x w to w and for all x, ~(71 1(x), Q(X)) = x. This enables us to disregard the distinction between pairs in o x w and natural numbers. Without loss of generality, we use (. , . ) to denote such a pairing function r(. , . ). Iff(. , .) is a function, we may interpret f(. , .) as f((. , .)).
A remark on numberings
Let 3 denote a fixed enumeration of all (deterministic and nondeterministic) Turing machines. Notice that for a given time-complexity class there are many "numberings" for it from 9 by means of different time bounds. For example, for P, one usually uses hz [n'+ i] as the time bound of the ith Turing machine.
In their definition of p-creative sets, Ko and Moore [12] enumerated Turing machines Mb, Ml, . . . such that the ith Turing machine has a time clock in [n'+ i] attached, and on input of length n, M: halts within ;In [n'+ i] steps. Let L: be the ' We follow the terminology used in [l] . Notice that some authors use E to denote DEXT and NE to NEXT in the literature. language accepted by M;, then this gives an enumeration of P. A recursive set A is said to be p-creative (for P) if there is a total polynomial-time computable function f such that f(i)~A-Li whenever L;c A. Ko and Moore [12] proved that there are no p-creative sets for P in EXP under their definition. Our definition for p-creativity is the same as theirs except that we enumerate all Turing machines MO, Mi, . . . in order to have the recursion theorem and we use the time bound &z[n3fl+ i] for Mi in order to show that there are p-creative sets for P in DEXT (we shall discuss it in more detail in Section 4).
So concerning p-creativity, 3-n [ ni + i] is not a good time bound for Mi because it grows too fast when i grows. This is different from recursion theory. In recursion theory any two acceptable numberings (enumerations) for r.e. sets can each be effectively translated into the other; so, from the recursion-theoretic point of view, every acceptable enumeration of r.e. sets yields the same results [18].
Simulatiorz lenma
Given a Turing machine M, let 1 M 1 denote the length of the binary coding of machine M. Let TM(x) denote the time bound of computation of M on input x, and M,(x) denote the output of Turing machine Mi on input x if ML(x) halts. Without 10s~ of generality, we assume that r,(x) B (XI whenever M(x) halts.
A function r(n) is time-constructible if there is a DTM which outputs r(n) in O(T(n)) steps on all inputs of length n. 6 We use r'(n) to denote r(n). i"(n). Let T,, T,, , . . 
Lemma 2.8 (simulation lemma). {(i, X): X~L(Mi) and MiE9JZr( A"JX'~)} is acceptable by a two-tape DTM (NTM) in time 0( 1 i) Tf (1x1)), and is also acceptable by a three-tape DTM(NTM) in time O(lilT,(lxl)logT,(lxl)).
Proof. We present a proof for two-tape DTM. Proofs for the other cases are similar. It is well known [9] that if language L can be accepted by a k-tape T(n) time-bounded DTM machine Mi, then L can be accepted by a one-tape DTM fi in time cl T'(n), and the new input symbols of fi can be coded by codes of length c2 (i (, where cl and c2 are constants independent from Mi. Now we construct a two-tape DTM M which hThis is a more flexible definition for time-constructible function (see [l]) on input (i, x) writes i on one tape and uses the other tape to simulate Mi on x for T() x 1) many steps. The transition function of Mi can be obtained by reading i since i is the code Of Mi. Also, i only needs to be read for T(lxl) times during the simulation. So, the simulation can be carried out in time 0 ( IiJ Tf( 1x1) ). This completes the proof. 0 3. Myhill's theorem in the polynomial setting for r.e. sets
In this section we shall show Myhill's theorem in the polynomial setting which says that for r.e. sets, p-creativeness o p-m-completeness o p-l-completeness, and the equivalence of p-creativeness and p-complete creativeness. Our first two lemmas in this section are to rewrite the well-known s-m-n theorem and recursion theorem in the polynomial setting. They have been used in the literature in different ways (see e.g. [27, 12, lo] Proof. We only need to show that (1) 0 (2) since it is already known that (2)0(3) ( for a simple proof see [6] ).
(l)+(2): Let A be p-creative. By definition, there is a total polynomial-time computable function h such that (Vx) [L,cA=> [h(x) [ L,c E * XEE-L,] . By definition we know that f is total. By the s-m-n theorem we can get a total polynomial-time computable function
Then f( LsCXJ)~LX. fg is a total polynomial-time computable function and for all From Section 3 we know that Myhill's theorem still holds in the polynomial setting for r.e. sets. We shall prove in this section that p-creativeness and p-complete creativeness are still equivalent for P, NP, and other subrecursive classes. Moreover, we show that every p-m-hard set for DEXT is p-creative for P, and every p-creative set for P in DEXT is p-m-complete for DEXT. Since every p-m-complete set for DEXT is p-l-complete [2], we know that Myhill's theorem still holds for P in DEXT. In other words, A is p-creative for P in DEXT iff A is p-m-complete for DEXT iff A is p-l-complete for DEXT. These results are also true for NP in NEXT.
Consider the Kleene function defined by is computable in DTIME(2°'1i1+1"1'). Let us first show that for P, p-creativeness is equivalent to p-complete creativeness. The proof is much more complicated than that for r.e. sets because we have to ensure that constructed machines are in 9&Z in order to use the p-creativity for P.
Theorem 4.2. A set A is p-creative for P ifl A is p-completely creative for P.
Proof. Clearly, we only need to show that if A is p-creative for P then A is pcompletely creative for P. Assume that A is p-creative for P. Then, there is a total polynomial-time computable function h such that for all x, if M,E~&, then
Let M,, be the Turing machine computing h with the time bound O(lxl') for some constant 1 on input x. Without loss of generality, we assume that Mh is a one-tape DTM. Construct a two-tape DTM M such that on input (x, y, z), M simulates MY on z for Notice that the square terms arise because of the simulation of My on input z. By the s-m-n theorem we construct a new deterministic two-tape program f(x, y) such that on input z it writes x, y and z on its input tape and simulates M on (x, y,z).
So, M.r,x,y) accepts z iff M accepts (x, y, z). Since 1 M 1 is a constant, f(x, y) is a total linear-time computable function, and If(x, y)l= 0(/x/ + 1~1). Since M is a two-tape DTM, we have T M,(,,,,(z) ~O(T~(x,~,z) ).
(4.4) Now we construct a new deterministic two-tape program t(u, y) such that on input z, it writes U, y on its input tape and simulates Mu on (u, y). If M,, halts on input (u, y), then it uses its output as the index of a new machine and runs it on input z. Note that t(u,y) is just the coding of the program described. So, t is a total polynomial-time computable function. By suitable padding we can ensure that, for any Since f and t are total polynomial-time computable, f(t(u, y), y) is total polynomial-time computable. Therefore, there is a program u such that M, computes f(t(u,y),y) within O((lul+lyl)") steps. For v, M,(v,y)=f(t(v,y) What we need to show is that there is an N >O such that when lyl> N,
T~~,y)(z)~lzI~~+g(y).
First, let us calculate the second part of (4.6) which is 0( If(g( y), y)l Tj,Jcs,Y, y)(z)). From (4.4) and (4.3) we know that T&,0,. )', (2)~O(Tltr(g(y),y,z))dO((lyl(lzl ~m+y)'+\g(y)1')2).
Note that I g( y)I' = I t(u, y)l' = O() y( 31) < 0( y). So, by a simple calculation we have
Note that y<21yI, so thus, we have the following inequality for the second part of (4.6): Since g(y) > y5 + 2y, combining the second part of (4.7) and the first part of (4.6), it is clear that there is an N > c such that, when ( yl> N, Thus, for all sufficiently large y, if M,EgJt', then hg( y) is a p-completely productive function for 2. However, what we need to show is that this property holds for all y. We will construct a new polynomial-time computable productive function g for this purpose as follows.
It can be easily shown that (Vy) [My~iF'd2'*( 3x, ) Proof (Sketch). We only need to show that if A is p-creative for NP, then A is p-completely creative for NP. Let A be p-creative for NP with p-productive function h. Replace each "DTM", " 94" and "deterministic" by "NTM", "AU?" and "nondeterministic", respectively, in the above construction. Then, we can easily check that this will ensure that there is a total polynomial-time computable function g and there is an integer AJ>O such that when lyJ>N, if M,,E&'~?', then hg(y)EA iff hg(y)EL,. Then, handling the case when /yJ <N as in the proof of Theorem 4.2, we complete the proof. q 
Let Theorem 4.7. If F is polynomially closed, then for _Y9&,(YMAF), p-creativeness is equivalent to p-complete creativeness.

A remark on the definition of p-creative sets
Recall that Ko and Moore [12] defined their p-creative sets for P on an enumeration of clocked Turing machines Mb, M; , . . . such that A4: has a clock ;In[n'+ i] attached, and on input of length rr, Mj halts within An[n'+ i] steps. Ko and Moore showed that there are no p-creative sets for P in EXP under their definition. Our definition for p-creativity for P is the same as theirs except that we enumerate all Turing machines MO, MI, . . . in order to have the recursion theorem and we use time bound An[n'fi+ i] for A4i in order to show that there are p-creative sets for P in DEXT.
If we defined creative sets on an enumeration of clocked Turing machines following Ko and Moore but using our time bound An [ n 'fi + i], then we can prove all the other theorems in this paper except Theorems 4.2, 4.4, and 4.7 because the recursion theorem is no longer applicable [13] . In these proofs we see that the recursion theorem in the polynomial setting plays an important role. Kozen [13] considered subrecursive indexings which are programming languages for a class of computable functions, and showed that in general for indexed-closed classes of functions C (e.g. the class of functions computable in polynomial time is indexed-closed if we enumerate it with clocked Turing machines), the recursion theorem does not hold because we can construct index geC such that 4s(xJ ( y) = 1 if 4,.(y)= 0, and 0 otherwise, where &,,4i, . . . is an enumeration of C. So for all x, q5,0..#& Kozen proved a weaker fixed-point theorem which says that there exists feC such that VXV~J: q5s(x) ( y) = &(f(x), y), but this does not seem to help here since what we need is that for each &C (not just for a particular f) there is some kind of fixed point. Moreover, since the universal function U=Axyq5,(y)$C (see [13] ), we cannot just simply use the method for proving Lemma 3.2 to get fixed points for accepted languages,
On the other hand, from the construction of the proof of Theorem 4.2 we can see that M,,,,EBA holds only for all large enough y. If we consider enumerations of clocked Turing machines, then by the definition of clocked Turing machines, Mgo,) must be in BA for all y. We have been unable to guarantee this.
Myhill's theoremfor P (NP) in DEXT (NEXT)
We first show that a set A is p-creative for P in DEXT iff A is p-m-complete for DEXT. For the "if" part we use "double diagonalization" to construct a p-completely creative set for P in DEXT which will force every p-m-complete (indeed, p-m-hard) set for DEXT to be p-completely creative for P.
Theorem 4.8. A set A is p-creative fir P in DEXT if A is p-m-complete for DEXT.
Proof. "If" part: Suppose that A is p-m-complete for DEXT. We shall show that A is p-creative for P. Consider the enumeration fO, fi, . . . of all polynomial-time computable functions with pi(n) = n'm + i being the time bound of fi on inputs of length n. (Recall that fi = Ix [ K( i, x, 1 x I'm + i)] which is total.)
We construct a p-completely creative set for P by "double diagonalization" as follows. Let
is a DTM and accepts fi'(i,x) within p, (lh(i,x) 
It is clear that Q can be accepted deterministically in time
where the pz and pf occur because of the two simulations. From the construction it should be clear what we mean by "double diagonalization". So, QEDEXT. This Q will force every p-m-complete set for DEXT to be pcompletely creative for P. Let A be an arbitrary p-m-complete set for DEXT. Then, there is a total polynomial-time computable function q such that Q<g A via q. Therefore, there is a j such that q =fj. Let So, A is p-completely creative for P and so A is p-creative for P. Note that if fi(i, x) = (i, x), then Q is p-completely creative for P with p-completely productive function f(x) =fi( I, x). "Only if" part: Suppose that A is p-creative for P in DEXT. We shall show that A is p-m-complete for DEXT. Since A is p-creative for P in DEXT, by Theorem 4.2 we know that A is p-completely creative for P in DEXT. So, there is a total polynomialtime computable function f such that
Let K be a p-m-complete set for DEXT. We shall show that K 6% A as follows. Proof. Let A be p-creative for P in DEXT. From Theorem 4.8 we know that A is p-m-complete for DEXT. So, A is one-one length-increasing complete for DEXT 123. Hence, there is a one-one length-increasing polynomial-time computable function q such that Q <", A via q, where Q is the set defined in the proof of Theorem 4.8. Since q is polynomial-time computable, there is a j such that q =fj. Let f(x) =fj(j, x). Clearly, f is one-one length-increasing polynomial-time computable. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.8, we can show that A is p-creative for P with a p-productive function f: Similarly, we can show that every p-completely creative set for P in DEXT has a one-one length-increasing p-completely productive function. Cl Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.8 we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.11. A set A is p-creative for NP in NEXT ifs A is p-m-complete for NEXT.
Proof (Sketch). In the proof of Theorem 4.8, replace DTM by NTM, Y&Z by A%&', P by NP, and DEXT by NEXT. We then get a proof for Theorem 4.11. 0
Corollary 4.12. Every p-m-hard set for NEXT is p-completely creative for NP.
Summary
It is already known that every p-m-complete set for DEXT is p-l-complete for DEXT [2] and every p-m-complete set for NEXT is p-l-complete for NEXT [6] ; so, combining Theorems 4.8 and 4.11 we know that Myhill's theorem still holds for P (NP) in DEXT (NEXT). Namely, for a set A
(1) A is p-creative for P in DEXT iff A is p-m-complete for DEXT iff A is p-l-complete for DEXT.
(2) A is p-creative for NP in NEXT iff A is p-m-complete for NEXT iff A is p-l-complete for NEXT.
k-creative sets and k-completely creative sets in NP
In this section we shall consider creative sets in NP. Such sets were first defined and investigated by Joseph and Young [IO] . Our definitions of k-creative and k-completely creative sets in NP are the same as the definitions of p-creative sets and p-completely creative sets given in Section 2 except that we consider only those machines which witness languages in NPk=NTIME(nk In their paper [lo] Joseph and Young called sets satisfying (5.10) k-creative. However, since we do not know whether k-creativity implies k-complete creativity, we follow the terminology in recursion theory and call sets satisfying (5.9) k-creative and sets satisfying (5.10) k-completely creative.
In order to provide more room to carry out simulations we consider the following alternative enumeration of NPk. For k > 0 and I> 0 we define We have shown in Section 4 that p-creativeness for P (NP) is equivalent to p-complete creativeness for P (NP). Similarly, we would like to know whether k-creativeness is equivalent to k-complete creativeness. By definition it is easy to see that every k-completely creative set is k-creative. Does the converse hold? In general, we would like to know whether (k, l)-creative sets are equivalent to (k, I)-completely creative sets. Theorem 5.2 gives a partial answer to this question. We first show the existence of (k, Q-creative sets.
Let f be a total, p-honest and polynomial-time computable function. It is straightforward to show that
is (k, Q-completely creative with a productive function f as in Joseph and Young [lo] . Now we give another interesting example of (k, I)-creative sets. For k > 0 and 1> 0, we define
Theorem 5.5. Given k>O and l>O, ACk*" is (k, Q-creative.
Proof. It is easy to see that A (k, "ENP. Let f(i) = (i, 1 ), then f is a total linear-time computable function. We will show that ACk,') is (k, I)-creative with productive function f: That is, if Mi,~~~'k'" and LiGACkS'), then f(i)EACkSf)-Li. In fact, if it were not true, then either f(i)~A (~~') Proof. Assume that A is (k + 1, I+ 3)-creative with a productive function h computable in DTIME(n'+'). Th en, by definition, AENP and for all i, Mj~~2z'(k+1*i+3)
Let M,, be an s-tape DTM computing h in time O(n'+') on inputs of length n.
Let r=max (3, s}. Construct an r-tape NTM A4 such that on input (x, y, z), A4 simulates MY on z for Jyl'lzlk+lyJ' steps. If A4, accepts z and h(x)=z, then M accepts (x,y,z). So, if My~JL4'(k~1), then M accepts (x,y,z) iff MY accepts z and h(x)=z. By Lemma 2.8, it is clear that By the s-m-n theorem, we construct a new r-tape nondeterministic program f(x, y) such that on input z it writes x, y, and z on its input tape and simulates M on (x, y, z). So, Mfcx, Yj accepts z iff M accepts (x, y, z). Since I M I is a constant, f(x, y) is a total linear-time computable function, and so If(x, y)( = 0( (xl+ I yl). Since M is an r-tape NTM, we have T ~JCx, y~(4~O( TM(x, Y, z) ).
(5.12)
Now we construct a new r-tape nondeterministic program t(u, y) such that on input z it writes u,y on its input tape and simulates MU on (u, y). If M,, halts on input (u, y), then use its output as the index of a new machine and run it on input z. Note that t (u,y) is just the coding of the program described. So, we can make t to be a total linear-timecomputablefunctionandforany(u,y),)t(u,y)J=O(Jul+lyl),It(u,y)l~lyl. We can prove the following claim by calculating (5.14) from (5.11) and (5.12), and from this claim we can complete the proof similar to the proof of Theorem 4.2. Let 9(y)=t(e,y).
Hence, MH,, Y) accepts z iff M,(u,y) halts and
Claim 5.7. There is an N>O such that for all y, if JyJ>N, then MgCy,~_fld(k+1*1+3).
Proof. What we need to show is that there is an N >O such that when lyl> N, ~~~(y)(~)~l~(Y)lf+31~l k+l + jg( y)1'13. Let us first calculate the second part of (5.14):
.
Note that Ig(y)l=l~(~~y)l=O(lyl), so from (5.12) and (5.11) we know that
T M,(,,,,,,,(Z)~O(T~(g(y),y,z))
~~~lyl~lYl'l~lk~~~~~lYl'l~lk~+l~~Y~l'+'~ 6~oYl'+'l~lk~~~lYl~~~l~l+lYl~+1~.
Note that If( g( y),y)j = 0( Iyl) since f and g are linear-time computable. Therefore, we have the following inequality for the second part of (5.14): 0(lf(g(~b~)IT,,,,~~~,,~,(~)log T,+(g,y,,YJz))
Combining the above inequality and the first part of (5.14) yields ~hl,l~,~~~~~~lyl~~~lYl+lyl'+21~lk+'~~~21Yl~ d~~lYl~~~lYl+lYl'+21~lk+'~~~21Yo 3 for some constant c > 0. Therefore, there is an N > 2' such that when ) y I> IV, c < log I y ) and log3(y)<lyl. Note that Ig(y)lalyl by construction. Thus, when ly (>N, ~izl,,,,~~~%lyl~~~21yl+lylf+21~lk+'~~g31~l <lyl'+31z1k+1+ly12 d19(Yv+314k+1+ldY)lf+3~
Hence, when lyl> N, Mgo,j~~.A'(k+'~'t3). Thus, for all sufficiently large y, if M,,EJ&& (k*l) then hg( y) is a completely productive function for A. However, we need to show that this property holds for all y. We will construct a new polynomial-time computable productive function g for this purpose as follows.
It can be easily shown that (Vy) [ M,~.h'h%'~~~ ') a (3x,) [x,EA~L, or x+&L,] ]. To show this, note that M,,EJKA (k'l)aM EA~J&(~+~,'+~). So, if AnL,=$ then by Y the (k + 1,1+ 3)-creativity of A, h(y) ~A-L,. In fact, such an x, can be found recursively since A is recursive. Let g(y) = x, for ( y ( < N and hg( y) for I y I > N. Then, g is total polynomial-time computable. By construction, for all M,E.&@'*'), either Lj(y)~An& or Ida-L,; so, A is k-completely creative. This completes the proof. 0 is k-completely creative since Kfd<k Kk via q(i)= (i, i, 0"') . Based on this, Homer showed that a natural NP-complete problem, the bounded tiling problem, is lcompletely creative. This is the only "natural" NP-complete problem which is known to be creative so far.
We now define a set Ak for any k>O. Let
For any k > 0, we can show that Ak is k-creative and NP-complete. For any k > 2, we can further show that Ak is (k-2)-completely creative using Lemma 5.12. But, we do not know whether A' or A2 are also m-completely creative for some m>O. This is the first example of such creative sets. It would also be interesting to ask whether Ak is k-completely creative for k > 2. Note that it is not known whether every k-creative set is NP-complete. Proof. It is easy to see that AkeNP. We shall show that Ak is NP-complete as follows.
For any set BENP, there is a k0 such that BeNPk". Construct an NTM A4 such that on input (x, y, z), it accepts (x, y, z) iff XEB and z = 1. So, by the s-m-n theorem there is a total polynomial function g such that MycXj accepts (y, 1) iff A4 accepts (x, y, 1) iff XEB. Since BeNPko, for any y we have where a is a constant which is a little bigger than the nondeterministic program accepting B. By suitably padding g(x) we can assure, for any y, that
Let f(x)=( g( x), l), then f is total polynomial-time computable. So, XEB iff MscX) accepts (g(x), 1) iff (g(x), l)eAk. Therefore, B&,Ak via f: Hence Ak is NPcomplete. Note that Ak = ACk, I) which is (k, I)-creative by Theorem 5.5. So, Ak is k-creative. Using Lemma 5.12, we can show that Ak is (k-2)-completely creative for k > 2. Let k' = k -2. Let B = K!i in the above proof. We know that K$ is k'-completely creative [lo] . It is clear that K% can be accepted in nondeterministic time O(Jil(JiJk'+1+~iJ)log~iJk'+1) , <O(~i~k'+2log~i~) ~O(~i~k'+3) =O(~i~k+') .
So, k0 = k+ 1 in the above proof, i.e. there is a linear-time computable function g such that T M,c,,~Y~~~~l~ll~lk+l+lYl+I~I.
Therefore, we can pad g such that it is still linear-time computable and
Therefore, xeK!i iff (g(x), l)eAk. Hence, Ak is k-completely creative by Lemma 5.12. 0 Joseph and Young [lo] asked whether every NP-complete problem is k-completely creative for some k>O. We partially answer this question on more restricted reductions based on our "double diagonalization" technique. A new class of k-completely creative sets Q: is constructed as well.
Recall that the Kleene function K = liXn[Mi(x), if Mi is DTM and halts on input x within n steps; 0, otherwise]. For I> 0, let sf = Ax [ K( i, x, log 1 i 11 x I1 + log 1 ii)]. Then, s;,s:,... is an enumeration of all total functions computable in DTIME(n') since sf can be computed in time q~=,In[log~i~n'+log~i~] .
Define
accepts s: (i,x) within Ixljs:(i,x)lk+lxl steps}.
We shall show that Q: will force every I-hard set for NPk in NP for 0 < 1~ k -2 to be m-completely creative for some m>O. (l~l~~(l~f~~,~~O~~g~~(l~f(~,~~O+I~lqf(l(~,~~l~~~gqf(l~~,~~O~, where the first part comes from the simulation of n/i, on input sf( i, x), while the second part comes from the simulation of computing si on input (i, x) . Note that Isf(i, x)1 <qf(l(i, x) 1), and we have the following inequality:
~(l~I~~ (l~f(~~~~l~~~~~~(l~f(~,~~l~+l~I~f(I(~,~~O~~~~f(I(~,~~l~~ ~~(l~l~~(q~(l(~,~~l~~~~g~,"(~~(l(~,~~l~~+I~lsf(l(~,~~l~~~~~~(l(~,~~l~~ ~~((l~l+I~I~~~(~f(l(~,~~O~~~g~~(~f(I(~,~~O~~ ~~(l(i,x) 
So, Q~"ENP~. Let A be any l-hard set for NPk in NP. Then there is a total function q computable in time DTIME(n') such that Qr <I A via q. Therefore, there is a j such So, A is m-completely creative. 0
We now give an example of l-hard sets for NPk for 0 < 1-c k -2. For any k > 0, we define Ck = {(i, x, 0'): &fi accepts x within tj x( Lk'zJ steps). We do not know whether there are natural NP-complete sets which are l-hard for NPk for 1 <k. On the other hand, we can easily prove that every l-hard set for NPk in NP is NP-complete by padding. Now we show that the class of sets Q: is a new class of k-completely creative sets.
Theorem 5.16. Let f be a total, one-one and p-honest function which is computable in time DTIME(n'), then f(Q:) is k-completely creative.
Proof. By a straightforward calculation we can see that Q:ENP and so isf( Q:) since f is polynomially honest. Since f can be computed in time DTIME(n'), there is a j such that f=sI. Let g(x)=sj(j,x). (i, x) is the jth element of the enumeration of sb, s;, . . . , then f(x) = (j, x) is a p-productive function for Qt. For this f, KY= {(j,x): M, accepts s;(j, x) within 1x1 I$(j, x)lk + lx 1 steps), and we know that f is a p-productive function for KF. So, KF and Q: have the same p-productive function and, clearly, Kkf is a proper subset of Q:. Also, it is easy to see that Q: is different from K".
A remark on f (Q:) for one-way function f
Sets A and B are said to be polynomially isomorphic (in short, p-isomorphic) [3] if there is a one-one, onto, polynomial-time computable function f which is polynomial-time invertible such that A<LB via f: The polynomial-time isomorphism conjecture says that all NP-complete sets are p-isomorphic [3] . A function f is one-way if f is polynomial-time computable, one-one, and polynomially honest but the inverse off is not polynomial-time computable. Joseph and Young [lo] observed that for some one-way functions f, K! does not seem to be p-isomorphic to SAT.
It has been observed that [24] if f is a one-way function and C is any NP-complete set, then f(C) is an NP-complete set which is not apparently polynomial-time isomorphic to C. Moreover, it was also observed that, assuming the existence of one-way functions, this is not always the case. That is, there is a one-way function f and an NP-complete set C with f(C) p-isomorphic to C. For example, if f can be inverted easily on infinitely many strings, then f(C) could be p-isomorphic to C [5, 25] . We show that Q: is such an NP-complete set since Q: is k-completely creative. In particular, we show that for every one-way function f; there is a one-way function _? and an integer t ~0 such that for any k >O, f^(Q:) is p-isomorphic to Q: which in turn in p-isomorphic to SAT.
A set A is a polynomial cylinder (in short, p-cylinder) [lo] if there is a one-one polynomial-time computable function p, a padding function, such that for all x and y, XEA iff p(x, y+A, and such that p has a polynomially computable inverse function P -' with p-'( p(x, y)) =(x, y). Berman and Hartmanis showed that for any NPcomplete set A, A is p-isomorphic to SAT iff A is a p-cylinder. The following result is due to Joseph and Young [lo] .
Lemma 5.18 (Joseph and Young [lo] Proof. Assume that there is an AECONTIME(~~) such that A is p-creative for NTIME(9).
Then by definition there is a total polynomial-time computable function h such that (Vi) [Mi~~~~~[Li~A=>h(i) EA-_i] ], and there is aj such that there is an NTM ML which accepts x in time 2q(") on input of length n. Now for each i we construct an NTM machine $!& such that on input x it simulates h/r,-for T,(\x\) steps and accepts x only if ML accepts x within z(lxl) steps.
It is clear that the construction is uniform in i. By the s-m-n theorem there is a total polynomial-time computable function g such that ~i=M,(,,, and TMqci.(x)= O(lilTh,(x)). While T,>(x)=O(Ti(lxl)+liI), so we can pad g such that it is large enough by conditions (1) and (2) (p-completely creative) sets for NEXP in CONTIME(~~""").
Proof. It can be shown that {t,, tl, . . . } and {eo, el, . ..} are exponentially closed. We present a proof for {to, tl, . ..}.
Conditions
(1) and (2) can easily be verified. Now let us check the third condition. We know that for any total polynomial-time computable function g, there is k such that for all large enough i, I g(i){ < 1 ilk. Fix j and let i be large enough such that i>max{Ii(kj+j,2j+1 (Joseph and Young [lo] ). Let 9 be a subrecursive class. We say a recursive set A is a polynomial witness that A$_!? if A is p-completely productive for 9. If 9 #co_!?, then we say a recursive set A is a polynomial witness that _9' # co_9 if AECO~ and A is a polynomial witness that A#JZ. In this paper p-creative sets are defined on a fixed enumeration of all (deterministic and nondeterministic) Turing machines. We have seen that p-creativity for time classes is "numbering''-dependent. So, for the notion of p-creativity for time-complexity classes we need to associate a time bound to specify the numbering.
We could list many open problems concerning p-creativity for time classes. Some of them are mentioned as they appear. The following ones are the most interesting open problems.
(1) Do p-creative sets for P exist in NP? (2) Do p-creative sets for NP exist in NP? (3) Do p-creative sets for NP exist in EXP? (4) Are k-creative sets equivalent to k-completely creative sets? (5) Are all k-creative sets NP-complete? It is easy to see that if the answer to problem (1) is yes, then P # NP since for any deterministic class %', p-creative sets for Q? cannot exist in %':. We can also easily see that if the answer to problem (2) is yes, then NPfcoNP, and if that to problem (3) is yes then NP # EXP. In this paper we have obtained some results concerning problems (4) and (5).
So far polynomial-time creativity has only been defined and investigated as part of the study of time-complexity classes. It would be interesting to define and investigate creative sets in PSPACE. For more information see [23] .
